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Welcome to
the



Hello Adventurer!
To guide you to discovering luscious chocolate bars to experience
with different beverages, here is an overview to use as background
for your explorations.

Types of Chocolate
Where to buy Craft Chocolate
Rankings of a Range of Brands

After reading through this information, if you still have
questions email me at stacey@adventurewednesdays.com

Cheers, Stacey



WHAT TYPE OF CHOCOLATE?
For pairing adventures, you may want to either have one glass of your chosen beverage with 3-4 bite-
size pieces of chocolate; Or have 3-4 small sample-size glasses along with 3-4 sample-size pieces of

chocolate. For tastings/pairings - go from lightest to darkest with both the beverage and the
chocolate. 

 
Dark Chocolate - considered the closest to the bean. The higher the cacao %, the less sugar (and
therefore, often considered more bitter). The less processed a bar is, the more likely you are to get the
"feel good" euphoria from the unique ingredient theobromine.
Milk Chocolate - made in the same way as dark chocolate, except they add milk (and often more
sugar). Do not buy the mass brands (Hershey's, Mars, or Nestles) as the more processed the bar, the
less goodness and flavor.
White Chocolate - up until 2002 white chocolate wasn't considered (in the U.S.) a chocolate because
it does not have any cocoa solids, only cocoa butter. If you want to try this, make sure to get the
highest quality bar you can to have a deeper flavor. White chocolate often uses vanilla as flavoring.
Generally, whites are very sweet. 
Ruby Chocolate - the newest type on the market, made from "red" cacao beans and a specialized
fermenting process. It has a mouth- feel and sweetness similar to white chocolate, but a fruitier
flavor. 
Vegan Chocolate - this is a new trend among craft chocolatiers. It substitutes plant-based milks for
cow milk in the chocolates. The process demands specialty equipment, so it will probably stay with
the small batch makers for a while.
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WHERE DO I BUY CRAFT CHOCOLATE?
 

Chocolate Specialty Stores. You've seen those shops - the ones with so many pretty little
bon bons.  Many places that make truffles and such buy pre-made chocolate, and don't
know the source of the cacao beans. If they are a higher quality place, they often will be
able to tell you. Examples: Sees Candies; Jacques Torres (of "Nailed It" fame); Bon Bon
Bon (Detroit); Gâté Comme Des Filles (Massachusetts).

Online Chocolate Websites. Often you can buy directly from the chocolate maker.  See
the next two pages for options & urls.

Gourmet Grocery Stores. This would include the small "mom & pop" types as well as
places such as Trader Joe's or Whole Foods.

Regular Stores. Depending on the store. Most often
you will see the "big brands" sold here that I prefer
you avoid. However, even these places may offer
Lindt, which is currently an okay option. In the past
few years I have seen chain grocery stores offer
excellent choices such as Alter Eco or Chocolove
XOXO. Target even sells the vegan brand Hu!
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https://www.gatecommedesfilles.fr/orderchocolates


Chocolate Brands & Ratings

Fair Trade, Eco- Labels:
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